
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

04.00     Assemble at the meeting point. The staff will welcome and facilitate you. 

06.25     Depart from Suvarnabhumi Airport (Bangkok) to Chiang Mai by Thai Vietjet 

Air, flight VZ100. The flight would take around 1 hour 15 minutes.  

07.40     Arrive at Chiang Mai International Airport and pick up luggage.  

Morning  Breakfast at the restaurant. Then take you to Ban Den Temple or “Wat Den Sari 

Si Mueang Kaen” It is located in Mae Taeng District, Chiang Mai Province. It is a temple located 

on a hill surrounded by beautiful landscapes. The temple is spacious. It comprises the Ubosot, 

the Trai Hall, the Drum Tower, the Viharn Sao Inthakhin, Lanna style golden teak cubicle, 

vihara, stupa, chedi, and Phra Buddha Billionaire Nawakoti. There is a pavilion that enshrines 

a replica of famous monks of Thailand. It is beautiful with the art of Thai Lanna architecture. 

Every detail of the building is as beautiful as a copy of literature. If anyone visits Chiang Mai, 

we recommend you to visit this temple. 

 

Day 1   Suvarnabhumi Airport (Bangkok)– Chiang Mai International Airport – Ban Den Temple – 

Hinoki land – Thanathorn Orchard – Fang Hot Spring 

                                                                                                                                                 (-/-/-) 



 

Then take you to Hinoki land or Theme park. It is the first 

and only Hinoki myrrh kingdom in Thailand on an area of 

83 rai, located in Chai Prakan District Chiang Mai Province. 

The surrounding area is surrounded by mountains and 

agricultural areas of the villagers. The main highlight of 

Hinoki Land is that the front is a ryebu-style torii gate that is 

replicated from the water torii pillar of Itsukushima Shrine. 

The front is a large red lantern arch that is a replica of 

the Kaminarimon or Furaijin-mon arch from Asakusa 

Temple, which there is a dragon sculpture carved 

under it. This arch is an auspicious arch when walking 

under the red lantern to create prosperity for that 

person. 

 

Noon   Lunch at the restaurant. 

Afternoon  Take you to Thanathorn Orchard. It is a large orange orchard known for its 

accepted quality, and it is the pride of the Fang people. The 

city that is the origin of this Sai Phueng orange variety is 

“Thanathorn Orange Orchard”, which now was developed 

into a tourist attraction, Thanatorn Orange Orchard 2 (Ban 

Lan) and Thanatorn Park 8 

(Thaton Garden) for tourists 

to see and taste at their 

convenience. Because of the beauty of the orange fruit at the time 

of fruiting, the distinctive color of the orange contrasts with the 



 

green leaves alternating with the color of various flowers, making the planting area look 

beautiful. It has become a popular tourist destination for tourists who travel to experience the 

cold wind in Chiang Mai.  

After that, take you to Fang Hot Spring. It is located in 

Doi Fa Hom Pok National Park, Ban Pin Subdistrict, 

Fang District, Chiang Mai Province, which is an area of 

about 10 rai of hot springs. There are more than 50 hot 

springs, each with different temperatures. The average 

temperature is around 30-80 degrees Celsius. The 

highlight here is erupting hot springs. The highest in the 

Fang Hot 

Springs, it ejaculates for 30 minutes per time, above 

30-50 meters, and it is an area where the water 

temperature is very high. There are many activities 

here, such as boiling eggs, taking a hot spring nature 

trail, viewing large hot springs, baking, mineral 

bathing, foot bathing, etc. 

 

Evening    Dinner at the restaurant.  

 

19.00        Take you to check-in at Fang Modern Hotel or a hotel of the same level.   

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Morning        Breakfast at the hotel’s dining room. Then take you to Doi Ang Khang. It is a 

land of romance that you can travel to without boredom 

and once in a lifetime must find an opportunity to visit. 

It is another popular Doi, even after a long time has 

passed, the trend of Doi Ang Khang tourism will not 

decrease at all. Doi Ang Khang responds to tourists who 

want to experience the cold weather, see the beautiful 

winter flower and vegetable beds, see the sunrise and the 

sea of mist, experience the way of life of the hill tribe people with a variety of ethnicities. If you 

travel in the beginning-mid-January, you will also get a gift 

to see real cherry blossoms in the agricultural station, 

including Phaya Suea Krong flowers that bloom all over 

the mountain, adding to the romance. After that, take you 

to Royal Agricultural Station Angkhang. The first royal 

project of King Rama IX 

was established to serve 

as a research station and plant a variety of temperate plants 

instead of the opium cultivation of various tribes. Later, it has 

developed into an important tourist attraction in winter every 

year and is open to tourists to come and see the beauty of 

winter gardening and vegetable and fruit plots. Whoever likes 

the beauty of flowers must not miss it because the winter 

flowers here are planted in rotation every year and vary according to the season. Other 

Day 2 Doi Ang Khang – Royal Agricultural Station Angkhang – Ban No lae Strawberry Farms – To 

See Cherry blossom (late Dec. - early Jan.) - Warorot Market - Thapae Walking Street  

  (-/-/-) 

 



 

sightseeing spots within the station are interesting, 

and you can stop and take pictures at every point. 

However, the main attraction is Suan Somdet which 

is located in front of the entrance. Adjacent is a rose 

breeding house and a flower house located opposite 

Suan Somdet. Next to the center of the station is 

Garden 80, the English Rose Garden, and Ang 

Khang Club, which is a restaurant and coffee shop. 

Moreover, there is still the beauty of the palace amidst the scenery of the Royal Project. When 

the cold wind comes, everyone will want to check in at Ang Khang. 

 

Noon   Lunch at the restaurant. 

Afternoon  Take you to Ban No lae Strawberry Farms. This farm belongs to the Royal Project 

located in Nor Lae Village. The specialty of this 

strawberry farm that is different from other farms is a 

wide terraced farm, similar to A tea plantation that 

many people are familiar with. Although this farm is 

forbidden to pick strawberries, the view of strawberry 

fields, mountains, and the sea of mist in the morning 

makes this 

place like heaven. Then take you to take photos with Wild 

Himalayan Cherry or Thai Cherry blossom. It is famous for 

being a place for viewing various types of winter flowers. In 

addition, here is another beautiful cherry blossom viewing 

area. Besides having Thai cherry blossoms like Nang Phaya 



 

Sua Krong, which can be seen from the road that goes up to Doi Ang Khan because it was planted 

along both sides of the road. There are also real cherry blossom trees from Japan planted for tourists 

to see and take pictures inside the Royal Agricultural Station Angkhang. 

 * The blooming of Phaya Suea Krong flowers depends on the weather conditions *  

Then take you to buy souvenirs at Warorot Market for everyone to buy local souvenirs from 

Chiang Mai such as Sai Oua, Nam Prik Num, Nam Prik Ong, Pork Kham, etc. 

Then travel to Tha Phae Walking Street 

(open only on Sunday). There are many 

items for sale here, such as clothes, 

accessories, local products such as 

silverware. Moreover, it is also full of 

delicious food such as water, snacks, snack 

shops. (If Tha Phae Road is closed, we 

would like to take you to shop elsewhere instead). 

Evening  Dinner as you like at Tha Phae Walking Street. 

20.00      Take you to check-in at Darley Hotel Chiangmai or equivalent hotel. 

 



 

 

 

 Morning      Breakfast at hotel’s dining room. Pack your bags to check out from the hotel.  

Then take you to Chedi Luang Worawihan Temple. It is an 

old temple in Chiang Mai. Wat Chedi Luang is an ancient 

royal temple. It has been renovated many times, especially 

the chedi that is currently 60 meters wide and one of the 

most important chedi in Chiang 

Mai. Wat Chedi Luang is the 

administrative center of the 

Lanna Kingdom. At present, the area of Chedi Luang Temple in the 

middle of Chiang Mai has interesting things such as Chedi Luang, 

Inthakhil, Yang trees, Kumphan, Hermit, which reflect the 

development of the universe that has changed according to the 

circumstances surrounding the city of life. After that, take you to  

Phra Singh Temple  or the full name is Wat Phra 

Singh Woramahawihan. It is one of the important 

temples in Chiang Mai. It is a temple that enshrines 

Phra Singh (Phra Phuttha Sihing), the sacred 

Buddha image of Chiang Mai and Lanna. Buddha 

image is a Chiang Saen art known as “Chiang Saen 

Sing Nueng, Wat Phra Sing has beautiful Lanna 

architecture that is well known and well known. 

Every year when it comes to the Songkran festival or New Year's festival, the government 

has brought Buddha Sihing to be enshrined on a Busabok and paraded around the city to 

Day 3 Chedi Luang Worawihan Temple – Phra Singh Temple - Doi Mon Jam – Rai Dok Lom Nao 

Farm - SKY WALK Moncham - Chiangmai International Airport – Suvarnabhumi Airport (Bangkok) 

                                                                                                                                                           (-/-/-) 



 

give faith. People come to bathe on the occasion of the New Year's festival according to 

Lanna traditions. People born in the Year of the Dragon must come to pay respect to Phra 

Singh at least once in their lives. 

Noon   Lunch at the restaurant. 

Afternoon  Then take you to Doi Mon Jam. The main viewpoints of Doi Mon Chaem are on two 

sides. One side is a mountain range. On the other side are the various farms of the Royal Project, which 

will change the vegetation according to the season. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After that, take you to Rai Dok Lom Nao Farm. It is a 

viewpoint where you can go up to feel the cold wind, see 

the panoramic view of nature, take pictures of various 

kinds of flowers, see strawberry farms. You can shop for 

mountain products such as traditional clothes, winter 

vegetables, and fruits, and there are also hill tribe rally 

rides. Now, Mon Chaem has a new look with tourist spots 

such as flower fields, flower fields, winter flowers, strawberry farms, Plai Fa, Skywalk 



 

Mon Jam, shops, small restaurants of the villagers serving.  After that, take you to 

SKYWALK Moncham. It is a bamboo bridge 

that stretches along the foothills for more than 

200 meters. Both sides of the road are 

decorated with bright red cockscomb 

necklaces along the way. At the bottom of the 

bridge was a 

field of pink 

and white cosmos in full bloom and other flowers, which 

will gradually bloom in winter, such as amaranth flowers, 

hydrangeas, Margarets, etc. We can go down to take 

pictures in the flower field. 

 

16.00        Take you to Chiangmai International Airport  

19.40     Depart from Chiangmai International Airport to Suvarnabhumi Airport 

(Bangkok) by Thai Vietjet Air, flight VZ123. The flight would take around 1 hour 20 minutes.  

21.00                  Arrive at Suvarnabhumi Airport (Bangkok) safely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Service Charge 

 

This rate includes:  

• Room Service Charge  

• Air-conditioned van provided for the trip  

• Free drinking water 1 bottle/day. 

• Admission charge for places in the program. 

• Tour guide for the trip. 

• Accident insurance fee which covers 500,000 baht in medical bill per person or 

1,000,000 baht in the case of death per person according to the insurance policy. 

DOES NOT INCLUDE HEALTH INSURANCE  

• Food as mentioned in the program.  

• Hotel bill as mentioned in the program (2-3 persons per 1 room) 

 

This rate does not include: 

• Return airfare in economy class is mentioned in the program. 

• Luggage fee for exceeding luggage weight. 

• Minibar inside the hotel room (if any) and personal expenses beside those mentioned 

on the list. 

• Food for those who are vegans, vegetarians or Muslims. 

• Exceeded admission charge from Thai rate for foreigners. 

• Additional oil taxes that the airline charges after the company reserve the tickets. 

• 7% VAT and 3% Withholding Tax. 

• Tip for the driver and tour guide 300 baht per person. 

 

 

 Rate 

starting price/person 6,500.- Baht 


